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Nowadays reuse of source code is an effective way to increase developers’ 

productivity. There are various open source code repositories on the Web. The 

repositories are often the initial source of information that developers use to solve their 

development tasks. Relevance of source code results according to the developer’s 

query is of course paramount but trustability in the results is just as important. Recent 

research indicates that developers use social cues over technical cues to evaluate source 

code candidates [1]. 

In our work we analyze current state of searching in source code. We propose a 

metric that considers both relevance of source code and developer’s reputation. We 

focus on evaluating the relationship between the relevance and the reputation. Giving 

more importance to reputation could obscure very relevant results, i.e., where is the 

best compromise? 

When developers search out the best source code they focused on various 

properties of code. Social code properties are: “review by other independent users,” 

“user feedback,”“reviews/ranking for the code,” “other people satisfaction level,” and 

“number of users actively using it.” [2]. 

Are these properties reliable and exact enough to describe real technical condition 

of the code?  Social properties are known in most cases, but technical conditions of 

source code are only poorly described. 

Different repositories offer the same or different information. That is why 

selection of open source code repository is very important for measurements and 

experiments, when we focus on social code properties. 

A website codeproject.com was chosen to be an open source code repository after 

long analyses. The site has both a large amount of social information about the code 

and interesting evaluation system for its users. We focused on articles form the site and 

computed only their reputation. In the first part several hypotheses were checked out 
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and the best one was chosen. The metric systems were made of hypotheses and will be 

used in our work. 

Fundaments of our experiments are articles of the search engine of code project 

standard output. Here we get authors, whose reputation is count by the metric system. 

The articles are sorted out by previous results. The situation is described in Figure 1.  

Figure 1. A workflow of our method. 

We analyse results of the metric system and information about used authors and 

articles. We analyse pros and cons of sorting articles on the output according to the 

metric systems. At the end the most convenient metric system was verified 

experimentally by users. 
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